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Abstract
The problem of renewing the philosophy of teaching art education in the light of 21st century skills. Art
education at the global level is facing many and many challenges as a result of the tremendous changes in the
way knowledge and information are exchanged, in which technology plays a large role because of the necessity
of its existence at various scientific levels. These challenges required a comprehensive review of the educational
system and philosophy in general And in particular technical education, which in turn lead to the development of
advanced courses and innovative work to prepare a learner is able to absorb better, in addition to it makes the
educational process an interesting process for the learner and by integrating those courses study With 21st
century skills and information technology, which in turn improves the outcomes of the learning process and the
quality of education.
Research problem: The researcher found through the study of international and international research of the 21st
century skills and information technology to be applied in the curricula of different fields, because it is important
for the students as it earns and trains them on life and work skills to bring out a person who is more capable of
dealing smartly in life and linking them to the curriculum. As well as their application to the labor market.
Therefore, the problem of this research lies in the following question: To what extent is it possible to implement
a program based on the integration of information technology and art education curricula in the light of 21st
century skills to bring out a learner capable of keeping pace with the labor market?
Research goals: The research aims to:

- Prepare a student capable of keeping pace with the labor market through the application of the skills of the
21st century by international standards in the curricula of art education.
- to highlight the skills of the twenty-first century of high value that contribute to the output of a learner capable
of achieving professional success in the labor market.
Research importance:

- keep up with information technology through integration with the curriculum of art education
- Use the skills of the twenty-first century in teaching the curriculum of art education
- Stimulate educational institutions to apply the skills of the twenty-first century and mechanisms to achieve the
vision of the Kingdom 2030 in the field of education.
1. Introduction and Background
1.1 Introduction
Globally, art education faces numerous and increasing challenges, and that is due to the tremendous changes that
happened to the method of exchanging knowledge and information which technology plays a major role in,
given the necessity of its inevitable existence among the different educational stages. These challenges require a
comprehensive review of educational philosophy and systems in general and art education in particular. This
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calls for finding advanced and renewable educational curricula that work on developing learners who are able to
comprehend better, as well as making the educational process exciting for the learner through integrating those
curricula with twenty-first century skills and information technology. This leads to improving the objectives and
quality of the educational process’s outcomes.
Art education plays an essential role in advancing the educational process and the development of future skills
through “the development and assessment of learners as a positive individual of society, where art education
works on expanding the learner’s culture, developing their expression skills, and contributing to the integration
of their mental, psychological, behavioral, and social formation” ,Al Saud,2006, in order to harmonize between
abstract knowledge and practical experience in the labor market.
Where “nowadays, art education stands in front of the streams and trends of contemporary art forms that result
from cumulative experiences that went through the steps of art education development to form standards within
the field.”, Al Amri (2015). Education in general and art education in particular hold a significant role in
changing, developing, improving, and growing all aspects of society. Education, “as viewed by the Arab
organization of education, culture, and science, is the overall development of all of its human and economic
aspects, and it is the doorway to technological and scientific civilizations, with the human as the mean and the
end of it all”. (Al Shareef, 1979).
Education within this context is considered as “a collective work in a specified time and place, and a response to
the development demands of a specific society as required by the social demands and needs in general, and
development in particular. And since education is the cultural representation in all its different aspects, curricula
are the tools to achieve the general objectives of education”. (Hashim, 1987).
Education and its curricula for any society “were in fact results of the type of common philosophy within that
society in all its different cultural, social, economic, political, and spiritual contexts. Defining a society’s paths,
intellectual and economic trends, as well as historical and cultural assets, in turn defines its educational objective
as well as its educational approaches. Learning cannot occur without depending on clear and specified objectives
and that are strongly connected to the philosophy of the society. Deciding the goal of education is strongly
connected to the goal of life, so philosophy decides what is viewed as the goal of life, while education suggests
means to achieve that goal”. (Rusk, 1929).
“In the twenty-first century, which is the century of the abundance of productivity and dominance of information
technology, educational systems have a dire need for finding a common ground that connects between the
requirements of businessmen, industries, education, and society in light of understanding the meaning of
twenty-first century skills in a way that contributes to preparing students for life, learning, and working in this
digital age.” (Husni, 2007).
1.2 Research Problem
Upon reviewing global and international researches of twenty first century skills and information technology, the
researcher realized the importance of applying those skills and technologies in the different fields of education
curricula for its importance to learners. They provide and train them in life and work skills in order to produce a
more able person who is more able to deal intelligently with life and link between the skills and educational
curricula among many specializations besides applying them in the labor market.
The problem of this research lies within the following question:
To what extent can a program based on the integration of information technology and art education curricula in
light of twenty-first century skills be applied to produce learners who are capable of keeping up with the labor
market?
1.3 Research Objectives
This research aims to:
1. Prepare students who are able to keep up with the labor market through the application of twenty-first century
skills by its international standards in art education curricula.


Highlight valuable twenty-first century skills that contribute to producing learners who are capable of
achieving professional success in the labor market.

1.4 Research Significance
[1]. Keeping up with information technology through its integration with art education curricula.
[2]. Using twenty-first century skills in teaching the art education curriculum.
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[3]. Motivating education institutions to apply twenty-first century skills and their mechanisms to achieve the
Saudi Kingdom’s vision 2030 in education.
1.5 Research Hypothesis
The research postulates that through the application of a program based on the integration between information
technology and art education curricula in light of twenty-first century skills, it is possible to produce a learner
who is able to keep up with the labor market.
1.6 Research Method
This research follows a descriptive method in the theoretical aspect and an experimental method in the practical
aspect.
2. Framework
2.1 Theoretical Framework
Follows the descriptive method and includes:


Studying twenty-first century skills



Objectives of art education in light of twenty-first century skills



Learning outcomes and indicators of education in the twenty-first century



The definition of E-learning



Types of E-learning



Properties of E-learning



Objectives of E-learning



Levels of E-learning



Features of E-learning



Disadvantages of E-learning

2.2 Practical Framework
Follows the experimental method and includes:


Research sample



Research tools



Designing the proposed educational program



The followed teaching strategies of the proposed educational program



Steps of preparing the proposed educational program



Timeframe of the proposed program



Suggested topics for the program



Choosing the educational subject



Preparing associated subjects



The followed assessment style in the proposed program

2.2.1 Theoretical Framework
Since the 70’s, education pioneers have been exposed to scientific theories that serve the art education field for
the purpose of crossing the gap between research and application, and between science and art in art education.
“Art education philosophy became either precisely defining concepts and terms used in art education, or through
using objective thinking more than self thought. Also, renewing the education philosophy forms a basis for the
advancement of art education, and is a result of matching art education to artistic and creative development
through the use of scientific and technological advancement.” (Ahmad, 2006).
The modern vision of learning, its curricula, methods and ways has emerged. However, this modern vision
appeared to be affected by the type of common philosophy in society (governance tool philosophy). According to
this, the definition of curricula was defined as a collective of educational experiences that schools make available
for their students in and out of them with the intention of helping them grow their characters among all various
aspects in a way that is consistent with the educational objectives.” (Sarhan, 2008).
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Even thouugh that “there are tireless effforts to come up with a broaad and compreehensive definiition for educa
ation,
efforts aree still governedd by the limiteed and private intended purppose of educattion. Most eduucational objec
ctives
that exist iin the world tooday are basedd on preconceivved education templates, andd they unite acccording to the type
of experieences and theiir availability, as well as thhe quality of pproducing indiividuals as ann end result off this
adopted pllanning” (Zachharias & Whitee, 1964).
Arab counntries, similar to other devveloping counttries, have wiithheld useless educational formulas tha
at are
“almost enntirely exotic to our educattional systemss, and this typpe of educatioon can only -aaccording to those
t
formulas- happen througgh years of traaditional educaation and its bbasis should bee the classroom
m, the teacherr, and
the textboook. If we triedd to briefly touuch on the subbject of the eduucational crisis in the Arab world today th
hat is
due to thee confusion, failure,
f
and exxperimentationns that have nno scientific bbasis nor a ppolitical outloo
ok of
governancce tools, we would
w
realize thhe (great secreet) behind the concept of edducation and ccultural revolu
ution,
Falquthi (22005). Some research
r
resultts found that thhe current eduucational system
m is unable too meet the needs of
the countrry such as tecchnical, manaagerial, and professional peersonnel in teerms of quanttity and qualitty of
provided m
materials (Mouustafa, 1972).
The twentty-first centuryy has witnessed a far-reachinng shift in perrception of eduucation in genneral, as well as
a the
perceptionn of both the relationship between educcation and foccusing on devveloping the brain and not the
knowledgee on one handd, and the entirrety of experieence not only in terms of knnowledge and its integrity, but
b in
terms of soociety needs on
o the other haand. The purpoose of educatioon is not limiteed to preparingg aware and ve
ersed
on knowleedge, but prepparing someonne who is able to compete and succeed in life and w
work not only on a
national leevel, but on an
a international level. The objectives off education haave evolved aas a result of their
sequencingg, which stem
ms from the coontinuous econnomic, social, and cultural rrevolutions acrross the ages. This
confirms thhe start of agriicultural revoluution age to coonceptual revoolution age in tthe twenty-first century.
The conceeptual revolutioon age started as a result of pproduction abuundance in infoormation technnology governance.
The goal oof education within
w
it aims to prepare creeative empathiizers whose acctivity is not liimited to left brain
associatedd knowledge, but
b also are ablle to engage thhe right side off the brain whicch is responsibble for the ability to
absorb avaailable knowleedge; not onlyy verbal know
wledge. Howevver; all types aand forms of languages whether
verbal, auddio, visual, tecchnological, m
media, scientiffic, artistic, or creative are aalso able to traansform tradittional
knowledgee into an ideaa and a new invention thaat challenges, modifies, andd adds to all types of diffferent
knowledgee.
Mutawaa ((2010) adds thhat “education in the twenty-first century aims to preparee someone whoo is able to gaiin the
highest levvels of flexibiility, quick thiinking, risk takking, controveersial cases, annd learning thhrough explora
ation,
trial and eerror, individuaal responsibility, dealing with the possiblee and the unkn
known. Also, ddealing with re
eality
and virtuaal and symbolic worlds, as w
well as shiftingg from directedd learning to sself and remotte learning, besides
improvingg their ability too create, imagiine, and taste.”” (Mutawaa, 20010).
“The fieldd of visual arts was a race to confirming tw
wenty-first cenntury skills, whhere many studdies confirmed
d that
focusing oon one of the brain’s sides, w
which is the left
ft side, was nott enough for edducation. Insteead, basic skills and
abilities shhould be engagged in the connceptual revoluution age such as creativity, rrenovation, em
mpathy, inspira
ation,
and the abbility to link beetween elemennts and events tto create someething new, whhich is the job of the right brrain.”
(Sudqi & M
Mutawaa, 2009).

Figure 1 shows the usse of thinking iin the right braain
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The right brain is responsible for creativity and art, so it specializes in templates, patterns, perception, and real
and imaginative images. It also views things as one unit, and gathers and comprehends all parts of a situation in
one whole image, so it specializes in induction instead of inference. This part of the brain is the center of instinct
and imagination. Based on the above, the researcher was able to conclude Figure 1 which shows the use of the
right side of the brain in thinking.
Creative art skills are essential skills that develop normal successful personalities by what they add to them such
as calm sensations, strength of personality, concentration, and clarifying the difference between calculated risk
and mindless recklessness, insofar as they use intelligence and planning in dealing with mysterious situations so
they can be confronted and directed for desired purposes. Scientific research found that artistic activities are a
thinking tool, and were then considered the main hub for many studies and projects where arts are used
constantly and regularly in developing mental and general skills in education and edification.” (Sudqi, 2011).
These skills are dependent on by information technology, so the researcher will, in this study, depend on these
skills to try and change the philosophy of traditional art education through the use and integration of innovative
tools in teaching art education in light of twenty-first century skills.
2.2.1.1 Twenty-First Century Skills
Nassif defines twenty-first century skills as “effective opportunities about the modality of learning with others
and using knowledge in innovating new knowledge and continuous learning and the ability to use available
technology.” (Nassif, 2011) “They are the skills and abilities that qualify students to succeed and accomplish
tasks in their society which are represented in the ability to achieve communication, cooperation, and effective
information exchange to solve problems and the ability to adapt, innovate, and develop through the use of digital
technology to keep up and match the needs of the century.” (Kathem, 2017).
The importance and role of technology and technological and information skills have been proven as essential
skills for success and effective learning in light of developing and changing societies, as well as a supporting tool
for creativity. A report done by Partnership for twenty-first Century Skills with cooperation from the American
Association of Colleges of Teacher Education titled “Unleash the Future,” teachers discussed the importance of
using technology, its tools, and its different application in the education process (educational system) and setting
plans and strategies that allow the integration of technology within school curricula. Statistics showed that when
students use technology in the educational process, it makes them more enthusiastic and excited to learn by a
percentage of 51%, apply their knowledge of practical problem and learn through context by 30%, and property
learning by 23%. Also, teachers pointed out in this report that technology has an effective and an influential role
in developing students’ skills in the twenty-first century that include creativity and development by 39%,
communication and cooperation skills by 30%, and critical thinking and problem solving skills by 27%, which
qualifies those students and improves their skills and abilities to succeed in the future and their work.” (Nitham,
2017).
2.2.1.2 Objectives of Art Education in light of Twenty-First Century Skills (Niham, 2017)
1.

Qualifying learners to be able to achieve their goals and future plans through the development of mental,
artistic, scientific, and advanced thinking skills, and help them adapt to the different life situations.

2.

Understanding the characteristics of ores and employ them with processes and techniques to produce
individual or collective expressional artistic works (drawing, photography, carving, and sculpting) and other
utilitarian and applied works such as the various design concepts (porcelain, textile, printing, design and
metal ignition) that were based on a knowledge and conceptual artistic base.

3.

Developing linguistic and visual skills through understanding visual and fine arts from a historical and
civilizational point of view.

4.

Testing and assessing a wide range of topics, symbols, and ideas to solve environmental and social
problems.

5.

Observing and assessing traits and features of self and others’ art works.

6.

Connecting between fine visual arts and arts and other fields of knowledge.

7.

Creating visual art products that depend on interaction and exploration through the use of technology and
multimedia with the scientific engagement of normal and digital electronics.

8.

Initiating teamwork, the role of social cooperation, and production of small art crafts while effectively
engaging in small art projects.

9.

Training for research and investigation skills about information and knowledge that stimulate thinking.
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2.2.1.3 Education Outcomes and Indicators in the Twenty-First Century (Sudqi, 2009)


Self-directed learners



Collaborative workers



Effective communicators



Community contributors



Quality producers



Complex thinkers

The above clarifies that learning with no application and gaining of twenty-first century skills is an incomplete
system that does not achieve goals that go hand in hand with coexistence in the twenty-first century and keeping
up with modern technological changes and the digital revolution.
We must look into educational curricula and the importance of integrating twenty-first century skills within them
and provide school necessities to apply them. This in return creates students who are able to take responsibility
and coexist in the age of modern technology. The researcher will explain the definition of E-learning, the most
up-to-date information technology tool, to use it in applying the research program.
2.2.1.4 Definition of E-learning
E-learning includes many broad applications, such as: Internet based learning, computerized learning, Satellite
broadcast, remote learning, virtual learning, interactive television, CDs and others, (Hung, 2002): Despite this
variance, we notice the link between this definition with the Internet and applications on the Internet, which
makes the definition more linked to remote learning that depends on the Internet. Oweid (2001) defines
E-learning as “education that targets finding an interactive environment that is rich with applications that depend
on computers and internet, and enables trained students to reach learning resources any time, any place.”
Al-Musa and Al-Mubarak define it as “the way of learning that uses modern communication tools such as
computers and computer network, as well as multimedia whether audio, visual, paintings, search engines,
electronic libraries, and internet gates whether remotely or in the classroom; it is using all forms of a tool to
deliver information to the learner in a short period of time and with less effort and more benefit.” (Al Mubarak,
2005).
Al-Oraify defines it as “presenting educational content including its explanations, exercises, interactions, and
follow-ups partly or wholly in the classroom or remotely through advanced programs saved on computers or on
the Internet.” (Al Oraifi, 2003).
The researcher sees that the above definitions have differences due to the difference in the viewpoints of those
who talked about E-learning. The reason might be that E-learning is a new concept that has transpired enough, or
due to the fact that it contains two principal sides, which are the technical side and the educational side, and that
requires that who ever integrates the two should have a complete vision. It is also noted that most of the
definitions view E-learning happening only outside of the classroom and that it does not require any specific
place. The boundaries of place should be cancelled just like those of time, and E-learning cannot be limited to a
certain place as Al-Musa claims “the definition of E-learning also includes using the tools inside the classroom.”
(Al Musa, 2007). Which is also what the researcher agrees with, where she sees that E-learning includes all of it.
The researcher also seems that E-learning is not just a technical educational tool that is used outside of
classrooms and schools, but should be used interactively inside the classroom, as it is a tool that grabs the
students’ attention, in addition to it being up to date with twenty-first century skills.
2.2.1.5 Types of E-learning
E-learning can be categorized into the following types:
1. Internet based E-learning, which divides into two types:
Synchronous: where all students registered for the curriculum as well as the registered teacher sign into a
specific website on the internet at the same time, where students and teachers can start discussions.
Non-synchronous: where students sign in at any time depending on needs and proper timing.
2. Non-internet based E-learning
This includes most electronic multimedia that is used in educations such as programs, TV channels, and E-books.
E-learning can be categorized based on its use on classroom, as the researcher seems the importance of such a
categorization and its closeness to be applied in our educational reality as previously shown in the definition of
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E-learning which can be categorized into the following types:
1- Classroom E-learning (direct):
This type of E-learning is based on the use of E-learning applications inside the classroom where there is a direct
interaction between the teachers and his students, where they engage this technique in this interaction to achieve
the most sum of educational outcome. (Al Shahrani, 2017).
2- Non-classroom E-learning (indirect)
This type of E-learning is done outside traditional schools and classrooms (remotely) and can be divided into two
types depending on the decided timing of learning as mentioned in the above categories:
A. Synchronous non-class E-learning: which is the type that E-learning is done at a specific time where
students meet with their teacher through E-learning applications.
B. Non-synchronous non-classroom E-learning: Students and teachers do not have to agree to a specific
timing, so students sign into the different E-learning applications to learn and receive messages from teachers
and students depending on appropriate timings. Then, teachers sign in to upload new educational material or
answer students’ questions and assign them homework at the right times.
2.2.1.6 Characteristics of E-learning
The Internet has helped grow interests in these programs for their ability to transcend geographical and time
boundaries, as well as their enormous supply of information in a digital environment that is available for
everyone with the a relatively low cost. E-learning applications help break psychological boundaries between
teachers and learners, fulfill the needs and characteristics of the learner, and raise revenue from investment by
reducing the cost of education, E-learning has a special importance compared to traditional educational tools and
that is due to the many characteristics that are linked to it and can be summed up in the following: (Al Musa,
2009).
1.

Provide digital content for curricula in a multimedia environment such as written texts, spoken, sound
effects, art clips, moving pictures, static images, video clips, etc.

2.

The easiness of providing digital educational content through multimedia that depend on computers and
networks, which integrate with each other to achieve certain educational objectives.

3.

Easiness and flexibility of continuous updating for educational curricula with the ability to keep up with
scientific advances without any additional costs. Not to mention that the curricula in its digital form are
unable to get damaged and consumed duo to use unlike printed curricula.

4.

Achieve a higher level of interaction between the learner on one side, and the teacher, content, classmates,
educational institution, programs and applications on another side.

5.

E-learning applications provide access and benefit to it regardless of time and place or any other boundaries
that might stop the learner from communicating and engaging in the educational process.

6.

E-learning applications provide the ability to preview curricula through viewing the latest levels, or
reviewing past curricula to achieve the most educational benefit.

7.

E-learning applications enable learners to continuously assess themselves through direct exams optionally
to measure the level of learning.

2.2.1.7 E-learning Objectives
E-learning applications are common with traditional educational tools in terms of general goals that focus on
preparing an educated generation that has enough skill and experience that it is eligible to meet the requirements
of professional life. However, the necessary ways and tools to achieve this goal might differ from one time to
another. Skills and knowledge that were required in the 20th century are totally or relatively different from the
skills that are required in the twenty-first century. So the objectives of E-learning applications are focused to
achieve the following: (Al Shahrani, 2009).
1.

Provide multiple and various resources of information that allow comparison, discussion, analysis, and
assessment opportunities.

2.

Reshape the educational process by defining the roles of teachers, learners, and the educational institutions.

3.

Using E-learning applications to link and interact within the educational system (teacher, learner,
educational institution, home, society, and environment.)
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4.

Exchange educational experiences through E-learning applications.

5.

Develop the skills and abilities of students and build their characters to prepare a generation that is able to
communicate well with others and interact with the changes of the century through modern technical tools.

6.

Spread the technical culture in a way to help create an electronic community who is able to keep up with
the modern developments.

2.2.1.8 Levels of E-learning
E-learning levels can be categorized into four major categories as the following (Al Musa, 2009).
1.

Enrichment level: which is the use of the Internet as a source for general information as well as specialized
information that is spread over the different websites, where learners can benefit by supporting their
achievement and gain skills, which is a level that is based on learner’s desire to improve their knowledge
and information, or by getting instructions from the teacher to enrich the learner’s skills and information.

2.

Supplemental level: in this level, learning is done in traditional classroom, but benefits are gained from the
internet as a source of education, learning, and specialized experiences that are designed, produced, and
made available on the internet.

3.

Essential level: In this level there is a total dependence on the internet in learning, where an E-learning
system is designed and provided with its requirements, then curricula are designed in addition to the
learning, interaction, and communication tools and are made available at private websites for the
educational institution on the internet.

4.

Integrated level: This level includes, in addition to the previous levels, what is linked to digital
visualization of the teacher while instructing which is made available on the website to interact with and
connect synchronously or otherwise. Additionally, there is a benefit from the other linked information
sources that are made accessible to the teacher through the website, as well as accessing digital libraries,
laboratories, museums, and others.

2.2.1.9 Characteristics of E-learning
Muhaisen, Al-Musa, and Al Shahrani claim that E-learning has characteristics and benefits that are called
benefits, features, or justifications of E-learning, which include (Al Muhaisen, 2002):
1.

E-learning allows students to take a major part of this process, not a secondary one.

2.

Develops students’ self-learning and continuous learning skills, as well as researching information.

3.

Helps providing a private atmosphere for students to give them an opportunity to learn depending in their
ability without fear or shyness of classmates.

4.

Provides a chance for constant communication between students and curricula all the time.

5.

Saves a lot of time wasted by students when going to school and back, as well as between lectures.

6.

The ability for students to communicate between themselves, and with their teachers, through different
channels.

7.

E-learning makes education more appealing and exciting for students.

8.

E-learning allows for the ability to deliver knowledge through different visual, audio, or read mediums.

9.

It is possible to teach larger numbers of students through E-learning.

10. Contributes to the exchange of experiences and point of views amongst students.
11. E-learning makes students feel equal in terms of educational opportunity, discussion, and giving opinions.
12. E-learning allows learning without having to commit to actual attendance and what it bears of difficulties
for some students.
13. Easiness and variety of ways to assess student-learning development.
14. E-learning helps develop thinking and enriches the learning process.
15. Provides freedom and courage for students to express themselves.
16. This type of learning is considered
17. This type of learning suits unavailable adults who have jobs that do not allow them to directly attend
classes.
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2.2.1.10 Drawbacks of E-learning
Even though E-learning has many features, it still has drawbacks that limit its effectiveness or use, such as:
1.

E-learning does not focus on all senses; it only focuses on hearing and sight without the rest of the senses.

2.

E-learning needs to build infrastructure such as devices, factories, and internet connection lines.

3.

It requires intensive training for teachers and students to use modern technology prior to the application of
E-learning.

4.

It needs teachers who are highly eligible to deal with the technological developments that are used in this
type of learning, as well as an eligible management that can do the process, in addition to specialists to
prepare and design the educational programs.

5.

E-learning lacks human interaction between teachers and students, and between students themselves.

6.

Societies in some countries view E-learning graduates as less qualified.

3. The Researcher’s Framework
Based on the above, the researcher aims to design a proposed educational program based on pairing art education
objectives and information technology skills, which are represented in E-learning that depends on the Internet
and is synchronous in light of twenty-first century skills.
The philosophy of the suggested educational program focus on:
1.

The philosophy of art education.

2.

The philosophy of E-learning and characteristics of college of education students.

3.

The philosophy of twenty-first century skills.

3.1 Research Sample
Third year students at the college of education who study metal design.
3.2 Research Tools
Designing a survey to figure out the opinions of specialists in art education about the technological tools in the
twenty-first century that could help with the educational process. Appendix (1)
3.2.1 Designing the Proposed Educational Program
In this topic, the researcher discusses the educational design of the proposed program that is based on combining
art education objectives and information technology skills in light of twenty-first century skills.
3.2.2 Teaching Strategies Used in the Proposed Educational Program
For the development of the educational process, the researcher chose to combine the following teaching
strategies when designing the proposed program of study, which are the following:
1.

E-Questioning Strategy: questions are a dynamic process done within the classroom, which are verbal
actions carried out by the teacher in writing or orally to manage the dialogue and discussions between
students, enhance their interaction, test their learning, or provide them with new knowledge (Azmi,
2014).

2.

E-Discussion Strategy: this strategy is one of the most important communication tools and interaction in
E-learning environment, through which many educational objectives can be achieved. It can be defined
as a strategy that allows users to communicate by sending topics to members to read and comment on
either linearly or in a thread. It also achieves many of the educational objectives that many educational
institutions seek, where when students participate in ideas, learning reachers the highest levels of
knowledge, especially analysis, composition, and assessment. Additionally, students add their personal
experiences to each other.” (Moustafa, 2014).

Through this method, the teacher can know his level of success in teaching and whether his/her students have
understood the material or not, and can also expose weaknesses and strengths. The discussion method essentially
depends on the teacher and the students, and on the level of interaction and cooperation between them in order to
reach facts and objectives, so learners present the axis point in this method.
3.

E-Brainstorming: Munir Al Husari and Yousef Al Onaizi (2000) defined E-brainstorming as “a style of
creative thinking that aims to stimulate thought, spark the mind, and create ideas, adopt them, and
propose multiple solutions. This means the use of mental potential to solve a particular problem, which
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is a technique used by a group of individuals to find solutions for a certain problem by collecting ideas
that are spontaneously perceived by them (Al Husari & Al Onaizi, 2000.
4.

E-Cooperative learning strategy: this strategy creates a dynamic learning environment within learning
environments and include interactions between two or more students, and it is one of the most effective
methods that provide students with experiences and various skills. Cooperation is an informal but
effective learning tool, where there are some important characteristics that are achieved through
cooperative learning such as:


Students acquire the ability to work within university and cooperative environments.



Enriching communication and critical thinking skills.



Two-way interactions.



Collective relationships that arise are important in the dynamics and ethics of the group.



Progress and quality of work.

5.

E-Problem solving: “this method aims to help the learner so that he can understand the basic cognitive
concepts in solving educational problems that may be encountered. It also helps learners to direct their
behavior and abilities. The strategy of problem solving in education can be applied through posing a
research problem for students on the course page where they are asked to employ what they have
learned to solve the problem, but individually. Also, each student can discuss with the teacher through
E-mail or dialogue, and can propose a research problem that the teacher can choose and discuss with
learners and give each learner a chance to show their point of view for the solution. Then, solutions are
gathered and shared on a discussion board so that there is extensive debate by this solution circulated to
all students (Azmi, 2014).

3.3 Steps of Preparing the Proposed Educational Program
Time Frame of the proposed program
The proposed program takes three weeks with three lectures, one lecture per week over the course of two days,
each lecture is six hours.
3.3.1 Proposed Topics for the Program
The researcher selected five topics that were divided into five technical lessons based on areas of art education
and information technology skills that are presented in synchronous Internet-based E-learning in the twenty-first
century as follows:
Organizing Art courses material that is related to the proposed educational program Planning and
First
Lecture
Second
Lecture
Third
Lecture

Field

Design

Topic

Initial design of a pendant inspired by Arabic Calligraphy using the Graphics software

Field

Metal works

Topic

Implementing the agreed upon design with the metal raw material using the Graphics
software

Field

Metal works

Topic

Finishing the pendant and evaluation by colleagues

These topics have been chosen because they offer the vital steps to practice artwork in the field of art education
which are the ability to which the student can form and develop ideas and use raw materials and tools and
respond to visual elements, analysis, interpretation, judging the artwork, and employ modern technology in the
twenty-first century to emphasize creativity and innovation, develop problem solving skills and critical thinking
and problem solving, communicate, cooperate, actively participate in society and keeping up with the
requirements of the digital age.
3.3.2 Selecting the educational material
When selecting the educational material, the researcher took into account the following:


To be suitable for the characteristics, needs, and interests of third year students at the Faculty of Education,
King Saud University.
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To bee linked to plannning, preparaation, implemeentation, and aassessment mecchanisms for tthe planning off unit
lessons and art activvities in the fieeld of Art educcation.



To bee specific and appropriate
a
to the proposed tteaching strateegies.



To bee compatible with
w the data aand componennts of the toolss of contemporrary technologgy and employed in
teachhing and art prooduction.

The educaational materiaal associated w
with the propossed program w
was collected fr
from references, websites, re
elated
studies, A
Arab research, and addressiing those issuues through ccontemporary information ttechnology an
nd its
applicationns.
3.3.3 Preparation of Acccompanying M
Materials
mages of the main
Presentingg a collection of photos, viddeos, presentaations, websitees, links, mindd maps, and im
interfaces that illustrate the properties and abilities oof the technoloogical applicattions that are rrelated to the fields
f
and topics of art courses.
3.3.4 Asseessment Methood of the Propoosed Program
Designing a questionnaiire to explore tthe views of sspecialists in aart education abbout the extennt of honesty of
o the
objectives and content of the educattional program
m which is baased on pairinng art educatioon objectives with
informatioon technology skills presenteed in E-learningg in light of tw
wenty-first cenntury skills.
3.3.5 Appllication of the Program
The researrcher used a range
r
of technnology tools inn the twenty-fiirst century annd the questionnnaire results have
come out positive for thhe use of thesse tools in thee teaching proocess and teachhing metal deesign for third year
students aat the Faculty of Education. Based on thee above, the reesearcher seleected Facebookk as a tool to help
students coommunicate, share,
s
and coopperate with eacch other, in adddition to seleccting Graphic aas an art produ
uction
tool in thee design stage.. As for the prroduction and assessment sttages, the researcher picked Instagram through
evaluatingg and presentinng artwork on aan audience, inn addition to thhe students’ asssessment of thhemselves and each
other. The results were as
a follows:
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Figuure (2: 8). Som
me of the studennts’ artwork uusing the Graphhics software
4. Suggesttions and Reccommendation
ns
In light off the results of the
t current stuudy, the researccher recommennds and suggessts the following:
1.

H
Holding traininng seminars coontinuously byy educational leaders to find the most im
mportant issuess and
reequirements off the age and ddiscuss them iin light of eduucational progrrams worked oon by art education
teeachers.

2.

T
The need to keep
k
pace wiith scientific and technoloogical progress and link itt with educattional
innnovations in the art educaation field andd benefit from
m the advantagges provided by the concept of
globalization inn the current erra, with no om
mission to address the cumulaative negativitiies of the effec
cts of
teechnology in art
a education.

3.

T
The need to incclude strategic planning proggrams as trainiing courses forr art educationn teachers and field
leeaders for the purpose of goood planning aand educationaal renewal of tthe educationaal philosophy in
i art
edducation. Wheere it includess compatibilityy between thee modern requuirements andd capabilities while
w
taaking into accoount the spirit of art and the eeducational prrocess in art edducation.

4.

E
Expand the rulles of renewall and decisionn-making amoong the educattional leaders in the field of
o art
edducation.

5.

T
The need for thhe renewal to innclude a directted educationaal system based on the improovement, efficiiency,
annd performancce of art educaation teachers tthrough the devvelopment of tthe academic eeducational pro
ocess
att the universitty level and eensuring comm
munication witth graduates, taking the priincipal of life--long
leearning to ensuure growth of eexperiences, kknowledge, andd skills, which positively refl
flects on the fie
eld of
arrt education ass a whole.
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Appendixx
A questionnnaire to exploore the opinion of experts inn art educationn about technoological tools in the 21st cen
ntury
that can heelp in the eduucational proceess. Please reaad the terms off the questionnnaire and givee an opinion on the
main and sub axes by marking
m
a checck in the approopriate field inn front of each item, and wriite any additions or
suggestionns that you connsider.
Questionnaire Items
Technologiical tools
in the 21sst century

Related

Definition

Communicatioon and Collaboraative workspacees tools

Bloggger

Facebbook

is defined as a uuser generated ddynamic Bloggging
weeb page wheree content and posts are rankked
chrronologically
to
oldeest,
from
neweest
acccompanied by a mechanism for archiving oold
enntries
mous modern meeans
Faacebook is one oof the most fam
off communicatioon that helped build a persoonal
soocial network to connect many individuuals
reegardless of theiir cultures, view
ws, times, opinioons,
annd attitudes, w
which allows thhem to share and
exxchange inform
mation, opinionss, and news w
with
inndividuals from
m within the coommunity and the
ouutside world quiickly and effectiively.
119

Somewhat
related

Unrelated
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Instaggram

Draw
wings

Anim
moto

Graphics software

Mixlr Live

Youttube

Twitter

Asiann Social Science

Innstagram is a toool that enables its users (studennts)
too share, uploadd, and send pictures and add
coomments, in adddition to the possibility of editiing,
prrocessing imagees, and adding ddifferent effectss to
thhem through diggital image proocessing tools and
diifferent filters.
Art Creation T
Tools
Google Drawingss is one of Gooogle Apps that iis a
toool for producinng and using orgganizational chaarts,
sliide presentationns, as well ass visual materrials
inndividually or tthrough workinng in collaborattive
grroups where it supports engagement and
coollaboration withh other students.
Annimoto is one of the best W
Web 2.0 tools for
annimations and sslide show prooduction. It alloows
ussers to select phhotos and musicc to produce, share,
annd publish videoos on websites, bblogs, or Faceboook,
annd can be signedd into via Faceboook or any E-maail.
mage
Grraphics softwaree is defined as ggraphics and im
prrocessing softw
ware through thee use of compuuter
caapabilities and iit is divided intoo 3D software and
2D
D software, whhich is also divvided into draw
wing
appplications thatt use tools aand techniques to
prroduce drawinggs and they aare called Vecctor
grraphics where graphics are convverted into a seet of
nuumbers stored on the computter in the form
m of
m
mathematical
cooordinates. Otherr examples include
Adobe Flash, Addobe Illustrator,, and Corel Drraw.
Im
mage configurattion and processsing software are
caalled Bitmap iimages, which contain a fixed
nuumber of pixxels. Exampless include Addobe
Phhotoshop and phhoto editor.
Mixlr is one of thhe latest Web 22.0 technologies for
M
reecording, publishhing, listening, and sharing auudio
filles over the inteernet. It can be used from mobbile
orr computers. It aalso allows sharring audio files via
soocial media succh as Facebookk, Twitter, Tum
mblr,
annd blogs. You caan sign into Mixxlr via Facebookk or
Gm
mail.
Learning Toools
Youtube is a collaborative web applicattion
deesigned to createe and share shorrt videos. It enabbles
ussers to upload, view, and shaare movies, muusic,
viideos, and cartooons no more thhan 10 minutess or
m
more
than one giggabyte. Youtubee relies on its ussers
too add content froom all over the w
world, and you can
loog into Youtube and create a peersonal channel for
eaach student throuugh a personal G
Google Accountt.
Tw
witter is one of the mosst popular social
neetworking tools, and it is the second most uused
toool in education after Facebook. Twitter providees a
sm
mall blogging seervice that allow
ws its users to w
write
annd publish an iddea or an opiniion (Tweet) witth a
m
maximum
of 1400 characters peer message. It aalso
allows users to send and recceive messages to
w users, and alsso allows reply and
friiends and follow
uppdates via Gmaail and SMS. O
One can create an
acccount and a peersonal page onn Twitter througgh a
peersonal E-mail ssuch as Gmail.
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Eddmodo is a Weeb 2.0 technology and was callled
thhe world’s firstt and largest leearning and social
coommunication nnetwork for eduucational purpooses
too bring closer tthe learning coommunity and the
stuudent communiity outside the classroom. It aaims
too integrate edducation into the 21st centtury
ennvironment. It iss a global comm
munity to share and
exxchange experieences, knowleddge, and ideass in
closed groups bbetween art teeachers and thheir
stuudents, and itt combines thhe advantages of
Faacebook and thee Blackboard syystem, which iss an
electronic learnning managem
ment system tthat
prrovides students with a varieety of educatioonal
coontent and interaaction with it eaasily. Students and
teachers can log into Edmodo thhrough the webbsite
ww
ww.edmodo.com
m to create a classroom tthat
inncludes student ggroups. Students cannot access the
teacher’s page except with the sppecified code.
S
Search
and Enginne Tools

Gooogle

Binng

Laarry Page an Sergey Brin iintroduced a nnew
technique in thhe field of inndexing sites and
was Google. Thhey assumed thaat a
reesearch, which w
seearch engine thaat analyzes relaationships betw
ween
websites would pprovide a better ranking of resuults.
Thhis confirmed that pages thaat include linkss to
otther related pagees are the most linked pages in the
seearch process. G
Google refers to a big number in the
m
millions
of billioons and to thee huge numberr of
paages on the interrnet that are inddexed by the seaarch
enngine. It is chaaracterized by the diversity and
acccuracy of reseearch results, bbeing multilinguual,
annd the fastest too follow and puursue websites and
neew pages where the size of its ddatabase is closee to
9 billion pages.
Biing is one of thhe most importtant competitorss of
Google and Yahhoo search enggines, and it iis a
suubsidiary of Miccrosoft and was called the decission
enngine. Bing visiits webpages too view content and
addd new pages. It also tracks llinks to visit otther
paages to place aavailable texts oon those websites’
seearch engine inddexes so it can reeturn to them latter.
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